Service Bulletin
Ref.: Steam valve gasket

01 - 2002
Service Dept.

PART # 36.301.008

In order to grant a better sealing of the above mentioned gasket and optimise its working condition with regards
to the new steam valve, we inform you that from the month of September the gasket will be softer than the
former ones. The part number will not change

Ref.: 2 way solenoid valve for economiser PART # 34.040.104 # 34.040.105 # 34.404.106
The solenoid valves applied to the economiser had a rubber seal. Following up on your reports about leaking
from the water spout, we are going to supply valves with a Viton seal; starting with our October production run.
It will grant a better seal, even with some scale build up around the plunger & seat. It also helps to self clean the
surface, while in use. The new component will keep the same part number.

Ref.: Classe 10 Logos
We inform you that the program enabling download from a PC, allows for personalized logos for Classe 10 SDE
Display Models only. It is now possible to create a logo by using the program <<Paint>> included in existing
Windows software. It is also possible to receive our program by e-mail,but you will also need a cable to connect
the PC to the CPU board of the machine. (Make your request to : coffee@agt.net )
The cable is available from our spare parts department, part N. 10.110.429 , list price is $30.00 CDN.

Ref.: New Group body
Starting today the production of models Classe 10 SDE and S will be equipped with a new group,with a build- in
infusion chamber. This new feature will provide a better brew, so even coffees which require more infusion time
will become tastier, enabling the group to generate better crema. We also are informing you that the standard
gigleur O 0,7 mm. (fitted before the injectors in the cold position) will be now fitted on the group itself (in the hot
position) in order to let the infusion chamber refill slowly and grant a longer contact between the hot water and
the coffee grounds.

Please do not hesitate to contact the Rancilio Service Departement or your area Manager for any information
you may need.

Sincerely yours
Massimo Martellato
Rancilio Service Dept.
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